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ABSTRACT

Here, we evaluate if microfabricated 3D pyrolytic carbon electrodes are suitable for application in sub-retinal photovoltaic prosthesis. This is done by measuring the charge storage capacity (CSC) and the maximum injectable charge, which indicate if the electrodes allow accumulation of sufficiently high charges in the charge cycle and are able to provide sufficiently fast discharge to stimulate neurons, respectively. The CSC was determined to 10.9 mC/cm\textsuperscript{2} for carbon pillars and 6.4 mC/cm\textsuperscript{2} for planar carbon electrodes. These values are comparable with values obtained for state-of-the-art electrode materials applied for retinal stimulation such as iridium oxide (IrO\textsubscript{x}). The maximum injectable charge was determined from cyclic voltammograms (CV) with values of 1.0 and 1.7 mC/cm\textsuperscript{2} for planar and pillar carbon electrodes, respectively. The measured contact resistance between carbon and n + doped Si confirms that pyrolytic carbon is a possible candidate for integration as a 3D electrode material on photovoltaic silicon retinal implants. The elemental composition of the fabricated pyrolytic carbon pillars was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The analysis showed that the Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} passivated sample with fabricated pyrolytic carbon pillars only contained aluminum, oxygen and carbon, indicating a successful pyrolysis process without any unwanted elements. The study shows promising potential for pyrolytic carbon as a material for 3D electrodes in retinal, photovoltaic implants.

1. Introduction

Retinal diseases are the most frequent causes of visual loss in the Western world. Two of the prominent diseases are age-related macular degeneration (AMD) diagnosed in 700,000 individuals annually alone in the US, and retinitis pigmentosa (RP) which is diagnosed for 1 out of 4000 live births [1]. The detailed pathophysiology of AMD and RP is unknown, but a central event leading to visual loss in these diseases is the degeneration of retinal photoreceptors. At present, there are no effective treatments of photoreceptor degeneration. A promising potential solution for partial restoration of sight is to implant a solar (photovoltaic) cell array that can translate the incoming light into an electrical signal to be transmitted to the secondary neurons in the retina [2–5].

A solar cell is a photodiode, which produces an electrical output directly from incoming light in the relevant wavelength range. By placing an array of electrically separated photodiodes or solar cells at the location of lost photoreceptors and in contact with the overlying retina, stimulation of the secondary neurons will occur when light is incident on the eye. The restoration of vision using photodiodes is limited by 1) the resolution (pixel density) of the solar cell array, 2) the sensitivity of the solar cells to the incident light and 3) the connection of the solar cell to the secondary neurons in the retina.

Palanker et al. [6,7] demonstrated the fabrication of a photovoltaic array with pixel sizes down to 70 × 70 μm\textsuperscript{2} and a responsivity of 0.36 A/W. Zrenner et al. [8] demonstrated a similar array with 1500 photodiodes, and the study confirmed a satisfactory object recognition and overall meaningful detailed vision in previously blind patients. However, it remains a major challenge to obtain a sufficiently high light sensitivity and optimal connection of an implantable photovoltaic array to the secondary retinal neurons [6–8]. The latter may be improved by creating 3D structures [9] that enhance the migration of retinal tissue and cells into voids and cavities at the tissue-implant interface. It has been reported [10] that pillars with 10 μm diameter, 40 μm height and 40 μm center-to-center spacing lead to significant migration of both Müller cells and inner nuclear layer cells. Such structures were typically defined in the photosensitive polymer SU-8, but no electrically active 3D electrodes for retinal implants have been reported to date.

In order to improve contact between stimulating electrodes in sub-retinal photovoltaic implants and the surrounding tissue, electrically...
active 3D interfaces might be realized. Enhanced charge transfer between 3D stimulating electrodes and the neural tissue might enable a smaller minimum ‘pixel’ area and thereby higher resolution in the prosthetic vision, which is the final goal. This study focuses on fabrication of 3D carbon electrodes and evaluation of their properties with the perspective of potential integration in sub-retinal photovoltaic implants. 3D carbon electrodes were obtained by pyrolysis of the negative photoresist SU-8 at temperatures of 900°C in inert atmosphere. SU-8 is very suitable for fabricating high aspect ratio microstructures with dimensions relevant for sub-retinal neural stimulation [11]. Pyrolyzed SU-8 has been reported to be conductive with sheet resistance below 100 Ω [12,13], biocompatible and promote adhesion and differentiation of human neuronal stem cells [14]. Thus, 3D pyrolytic carbon electrodes made from SU-8 seem promising for application in a sub-retinal prosthesis. However, the electrical properties of carbon pillar electrodes on silicon must be investigated. More specifically, i) the contact resistance between carbon and doped Si must be sufficiently small to minimize resistive losses, ii) the charge storage capacity (CSC) must be high to allow accumulation of sufficiently high charges in the photovoltaic charge cycle and iii) the injectable charge must be large to provide sufficiently fast discharge to stimulate neurons. Furthermore, the pyrolytic carbon electrodes should not contain any residues of toxic elements.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Measurement of contact resistance

For characterization of the contact resistance between carbon and Si Kelvin resistor contact resistance patterns were fabricated. First, highly n-doped regions were defined in a p-type double-side polished Czochralski (CZ) silicon wafer (4” diameter, 350 μm thick, 0.4Ω-cm) using phosphorus diffusion at 900°C for 30 min with POCl3 as dopant source in a Tempress tube furnace with a 500 nm thermal SiO2 patterned by photolithography as a mask. Contact windows were etched in the SiO2 mask by buffered HF. The SiO2 was kept on the device as an insulation layer on the front. Finally, pyrolytic carbon pads were fabricated with a method similar to the one described earlier [15]. Briefly, SU-82075 (Microchem, USA) was spun to a thickness of 78 μm using a Suss MicroTec-RCDBT spin coater with a spin speed of 2000 rpm for 60 s after an initial spreading at 700 rpm for 30 s. The polymer was softbaked on a hot plate at 50°C for 5 h, exposed to a dose of 210 mJ/cm² UV radiation and post exposure baked at 50°C for 5 h. The structures were developed in PGMEA for 2 × 10 min, treated with a 500 mJ/cm² UV ‘flood-exposure’ and a second hard bake at 90°C for 15 h. The SU-8 structures were then pyrolyzed in an ATV-PEO604 furnace at 900°C for 1 h following a preheat treatment at 200°C for 30 min. This process resulted in a carbon layer with a thickness of approximately 40 μm measured by a Dektak stylus profilometer. The test structures consisted of square contact windows with two different side-lengths (15 and 50 μm), in which direct contact was made between n-doped Si and pyrolytic carbon. The size of the contact windows was chosen to be comparable to the intended electrode size in the final device. The remaining surface was isolated by SiO2. Electrical contact to all four external probes was made via large (1 mm diameter) circular pyrolytic carbon pads. The design and symmetry of the Kelvin resistor test structures ensure that, in principle, only the contact resistance at the contact window in the center of the structure is extracted.

The contact resistance between n⁺ Si and pyrolytic carbon electrodes was measured on the ‘Kelvin resistor’ test structures seen in Fig. 1 by applying a current through two opposing terminals and recording the voltage difference across the remaining two terminals. In the ideal Kelvin measurement structure a current is injected and extracted using two electrodes on two different conducting layers while the potential difference across the contact between the layers is measured between two current-less electrodes on the same two layers. In real structures, with potential linewidth and alignment errors, the measured resistance is larger due to the so-called spreading resistance Rp. However, the magnitude of Rp can be minimized by proper design of the structure. Plotting voltage as a function of current is expected to yield a linear relationship with a slope equal to the Kelvin resistance, RK, defined as [16]:

\[ R_K = \frac{R_p}{A_e} + R_g, \]

where \( R_p \) is the specific contact resistance, \( A_e \) is the contact area and \( R_g \) is a parasitic, geometry-dependent resistance term, which can be neglected if the arm width is equal to the hole width in the design of the Kelvin resistor, such as shown in Fig. 1. Two dimensional numerical simulations of current spreading have shown that the geometrical term, \( R_g \), can be significantly reduced using a so-called D-type resistor, where the arm width equals the contact hole width [17].

For the determination of the charge injection properties, electrode chips with 4 mm² working electrodes (WE) with pyrolytic carbon pillars were used. The design and fabrication of these test structures is described elsewhere [15]. The CSC was characterized using cyclic voltammetry (CV) with 10 mM potassium hexa-cyano ferrate (II + III) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH = 7) as the electrolyte. CV and transient voltammograms were measured using a CHI 1030 potentiostat and NOVA software for data collection. The scan rate was 100 mV/s in all experiments.

The charge storage capacity (CSC) was extracted from measured cyclic voltammograms, as the integration of the cathodic (CSCcat) or anodic (CSCan) part of the curve divided by the electrode area \( A_e \) (cm²) and sweep rate \( s \) (V/s), according to:

\[ \text{CSC}_{\text{cat}} = \frac{\int_0^{V_{\text{max}}} I(V)\,dV}{A_e \cdot s}, \]

\[ \text{CSC}_{\text{an}} = \frac{\int_0^0 I(V)\,dV}{A_e \cdot s}, \]

where \( I \) is the current, \( V \) is the voltage.

The maximum injectable charge \( Q_{\text{max}} \) for pillars and planar pyrolytic carbon electrodes, respectively, was calculated from the extracted threshold-time \( t_{\text{th}} \) and the constant current \( I \), i.e. \( Q_{\text{max}} = I_{\text{th}}/A_e \), where \( A_e \) is the electrode area, was determined using transient voltage measurements. In order to determine \( Q_{\text{max}} \) for short current pulses, a constant current \( I \) was applied and the resulting voltage was measured as function of time. The threshold-time \( t_{\text{th}} \) at which the voltage reached a predefined threshold value \( V_{\text{th}} \) was then multiplied with the constant current in order to calculate the charge. The voltage threshold \( V_{\text{th}} \) was defined as the local minimum on the CV curve.

The elemental composition of the sample was characterized using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The measurement and analysis was carried out using a Thermo Scientific K-alpha XPS tool with a monochromatic aluminum Kα source. Binding energy surveys in the range 0 to 1350 eV were performed. The software package, Avantage, was used for the analysis of the spectra. In order to study the elemental depth profile, 10 sequential XPS surveys were made; each after an etch time of 10 s (10 keV).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Contact resistance

Fig. 1 shows optical microscope images of the fabricated Kelvin resistor structures before and after deposition of SU-8. Measurements were performed on pyrolyzed SU-8. The side length of the contact window in the center was 15 and 50 μm, respectively, the arm width
was kept equal to the contact window side length and contact pads were made sufficiently large (Ø1 mm) such that the size of the pads should not affect the resistance measurement.

Fig. 2 shows the measured voltage at different currents in the range of 0–20μA. The current range was chosen in order to measure in a voltage range significantly lower than the expected operating voltage of ~ 0.6 V for a single-diode silicon photovoltaic device. The linear regressions yield Kelvin resistances of 5.6 kΩ and 8.4 kΩ for 50μm and 15μm wide contact windows, respectively. We note that the magnitude of the Kelvin resistance for the 15 and 50μm contact windows, respectively, differ from the expected inverse proportionality with area ($R_K = \frac{\rho_c}{A_c}$). We explain this deviation with 1) partial delamination of the carbon, which was observed on larger carbon-coated areas; 2) effects of mask mis-alignments such that the real geometry differs from the ideal Kelvin geometry and $R_g$ becomes important. By multiplying the Kelvin resistance with the contact window area this results in specific contact resistances of 140 mΩ cm² and 19 mΩ cm², respectively. For the 3D carbon electrodes in the final photovoltaic implant the desired diameter of the pillar electrodes is 15μm. For these structures the calculated contact resistance is 11 kΩ, using the value for the 15μm wide contact window, which is more comparable to the actual electrode geometry in terms of size, and which is less susceptible to measurement error than the larger contact. In a sub-retinal implant it is essential that charge is injected from the electrodes to the neural tissue. Such charge injection has to overcome the spreading resistance

$$R_{op} = \frac{\rho}{2\pi r} = \frac{1.67 \times 7.5 \times 10^{-6}}{2\pi} \approx 35 \text{ kΩ},$$

where $\rho$ is the resistivity of the surrounding medium [18,19] and $r$ is the radius of a hemispherical contact, in this case 7.5μm.

A successful electrode in a subretinal implant should not have a contact resistance significantly higher than the spreading resistance. Thus, since the measured contact resistance is smaller than the spreading resistance, the result confirms that pyrolytic SU-8 might indeed be used as an electrode material directly on highly doped Si.

### 3.2. Charge injection properties

In order for a material to be appropriate as an electrode in a sub-retinal implant, it must be able to handle sufficiently large charge without electrolysis of the electrode itself or the surrounding medium. Fig. 3 shows cyclic voltammograms recorded with a planar pyrolytic carbon electrode and different designs of pyrolytic carbon pillar electrodes.

The values of CSC were extracted for different chip designs, including different size and pitch of pyrolytic carbon pillars (Table 1). Fig. 4 shows CSC plotted as function of effective area (normalized to projected plane area; for a planar electrode $A_{eff} = 1$). All electrodes had a circular projected area of 0.126 cm².

Fig. 4 shows that CSC scales linearly with effective area, which
indicates rather homogenous pyrolytic carbon structures. The linear trend-line in Fig. 4 was forced through (0,0).

Fig. 5 shows measured voltage as function of time at constant current of 1mA. It should be noted that the initial voltage step, \( V_R \), is ohmic and is due to series resistance. This voltage step must be corrected for to arrive at the actual voltage threshold defined as \( V_{th} \). Thus, the threshold-time, \( t_{th} \), was extracted at \( V = V_{th} + V_R \). Table 2 shows extracted threshold-times and the maximum injectable charge calculated for planar and pillar electrodes (Design 2).

### Table 1
Dimensions of the different pyrolytic carbon pillar designs including pillar diameter, height, pitch between pillars, effective area and measured charge storage capacity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Pillar Diameter (( \mu \m)</th>
<th>Pitch (( \mu \m)</th>
<th>Pillar Height (( \mu \m)</th>
<th>A_{eff}</th>
<th>CSC (mC/cm(^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design 1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4.** Values of charge storage capacity (CSC) extracted from CV-curves for different carbon pillar geometries, plotted as function of normalized effective surface area, \( A_{eff} \), where \( A_{eff} = 1 \) is a planar carbon electrode. The slope of the linear fit line is 6.65 mC/cm\(^2\).

**Fig. 5.** Transient voltage measurements at a constant current of 1 mA for a planar pyrolytic carbon electrode. The initial voltage step \( V_R \) is ohmic and due to series resistance. The threshold voltage \( V_{th} \) must be corrected for the ohmic voltage drop when the threshold-time \( t_{th} \) and thus the maximum injectable charge are calculated.

### 3.3. XPS analysis

Fig. 6 shows a stacked chart of the recorded XPS spectra, where the bottom spectrum is the first measurement obtained at the top surface of the sample.

The measured XPS spectra were analyzed in order to identify the relevant peaks that represent elements present in the sample. The three most important peaks are easily identified: Oxygen (O1s) at 532.43 eV, carbon (C1s) at 285.16 eV and aluminum (Al2p) at 75.97 eV. The presence of these elements agrees well with the sample processing, since pyrolytic carbon pillars were fabricated on a Si wafer passivated with \( Al_2O_3 \). The peak at 121 eV is attributed to \( Al_2s \). The identified peak assignments are indicated in Fig. 6. At higher binding energies the Auger lines from the KVV-series of C (1220 eV) and O (980 and 1010 eV) are identified, respectively. KVV refers to the KLL Auger series, where the vacancies in the L-shell are in the valence level [20,21]. The small peak around 40 eV is attributed to implanted Ar, which arises from the Ar ions used for sputter etching in the depth profiling. This explains why the peak at 240 eV is not present in the level 0 spectrum, which was taken before the depth profiling.

Table 3 shows the peak data and the calculated elemental fractions of the three important, elemental peaks for the level 0 and level 10 measurements shown in Fig. 6.

Based on the 10 different spectra, measured at increasing depths from the top of the sample, the elemental constitution (atomic %) as function of etch time can be plotted. Fig. 7 shows the calculated elemental fractions of carbon, oxygen, aluminum and argon as function of the etch time, which represents the etch depth.

The result shows that the Al and O content increases while the C content decreases with etch time. A detailed interpretation of the elemental fractions is quite difficult since a heterogeneous surface of pyrolytic carbon pillars on an \( Al_2O_3 \) surface is probed. The projected fractional area covered by carbon pillars is approximately 20% assuming 20 \( \mu \m \) wide, cylindrical pillars with a pitch of 40 \( \mu \m \). The atomic density in the pyrolytic carbon is however much higher than that of \( Al_2O_3 \), and therefore the C related signal strength is expected to be larger than what might be expected by just comparing the fractional areas. Furthermore, this observation may partially be explained by C-related contamination on the bare \( Al_2O_3 \) surface, which additionally increases the carbon signal measured on the surface and reduces Al and O related signals; as the contamination erodes away the C signal reduces while Al and O signals increase. We note that in the level 10 XPS scan, the ratio of atomic fractions of O and Al is the one of stoichiometric \( Al_2O_3 \), i.e., an experimental ratio of 1.56 versus the exact stoichiometric ratio of 1.5. Importantly, it has to be noted that there are no

### Table 2
Extracted threshold-time corresponding to the threshold voltage at constant current of 1 mA from transient voltage curves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Threshold-time ( t_{th} ) (s)</th>
<th>Current ( I ) (mA)</th>
<th>Injectable Charge ( Q_{max} ) (mC/cm(^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pillars</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
un-expected peaks in the XPS spectra, which indicates that the pyrolytic carbon pillars do not contain toxic elements in significant quantities.

### 3.4. Pyrolytic carbon pillar electrode fabrication

Fig. 8 shows optical microscope images of the final design of pyrolytic carbon pillars after lithography. The successfully developed pillars have the intended geometry with a center-to-center pitch at the bottom of 40 μm and a pillar width of 17–20 μm at the bottom and ~11 μm wide at the top. Fig. 8 shows that pillars are slightly wider at the base, which may be an advantage for electrical contact and mechanical stability. However, in a few cases delamination of pillars after development was observed (Fig. 8, right).

Fig. 9 shows SEM-images of the pyrolytic carbon pillars obtained from SU-8. The pillars are approximately 35 μm in height, 11 μm in diameter at the top and placed with a center-to-center pitch of 40 μm. The SEM images confirm the observations that the width is slightly larger at the base of the pillars compared to the top.

### 4. Conclusions

Pyrolytic carbon pillars with appropriate dimensions for sub-retinal implant electrodes were fabricated and characterized. The measured contact resistance confirms that pyrolytic carbon is a possible candidate as a 3D electrode material on photovoltaic silicon retinal implants. The contact resistance between pyrolytic carbon and n + doped Si is smaller than the spreading resistance in surrounding tissue from hemispherical electrodes with the same radius as the pillars. This indicates that pyrolytic carbon may be able to efficiently conduct current from local pn-junctions in the Si device. The contact resistance may be reduced further if metal silicide (e.g. TiSi2) contacts on n+Si are included in the process. The charge storage capacity was determined to 10.9 mC/cm² for the best 3D carbon pillar geometries and 6.4 mC/cm² for planar carbon electrodes. Such values are comparable with those of IrOx electrodes [22,23], which are considered the state-of-the-art and material of choice for retinal stimulation. The maximum injectable charge of similar carbon electrodes determined from transient voltage measurements was in the range 1–1.7 mC/cm² for planar and pillar carbon electrodes. These values are encouraging for future application of pyrolytic carbon electrodes in sub-retinal implants, since retinal stimulation is possible for much lower charge densities [22,24], while significantly higher charge densities are irrelevant due to tissue damage thresholds [24,25]. It is noteworthy that pillar electrodes yield higher CSC and injectable charge compared to planar references. This suggests that even higher charge densities might be realized in future studies by
further optimizing the pillar geometry and fabrication. The elemental composition of the fabricated pyrolytic carbon pillars was analyzed by XPS. The analysis showed that the pyrolysis was successful and clean. We expect in future work to significantly improve the electrical properties of the pyrolytic carbon electrodes.

In conclusion, the combined measurements with 3D pyrolytic carbon electrodes show promising potential within the target application for photovoltaic sub-retinal implants, since sufficient charge injection is realistic, ideal dimensions may be realized in practice, 3D electrodes may be fabricated on a perforated photovoltaic Si chip without critical fabrication constraints and the material seems to be pure carbon without trace elements that could jeopardize biocompatibility.

At present the fabrication of complete implants, ready for in vitro tissue measurements, is ongoing.
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Fig. 8. Optical microscope image of pyrolytic carbon pillars with dimensions measured at the bottom (A) and top (B) of the pillars. Center-to-center pitch at the bottom is 40 μm and pillar width is 17–20 μm at the bottom, while pillars seem to be ~11 μm wide at the top.

Fig. 9. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of pyrolytic carbon pillars made from SU-8. Pillars are ~35 μm in height, ~12 μm in diameter and placed with a center-to-center pitch of ~40 μm.


